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Apollon industrial productions group 

Producer of types of electric,gaseous , over stove & coal 

design samovars 

First to have the three licenses of ISO 10004_10002_9001 

for manipulating quality & costumer’s satisfaction in 

samovar production 

Non burning without water ,220V AC, 

1000W,Net Capacity:5 litters 

 

Patent number   47034 

                              48495 

Apollon 
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Gaseous samovar instruction 

Apollon industrial productions group(YousefZade)is the first 

to have the three licenses of ISO 

ISO10004(2010)_ISO10002(2004)_ISO9001(2008) for 

manipulating quality & costumer’s satisfaction in samovar 

production. (electric,gaseous , over stove) 

The frame work of Apollon’selectric,gaseous& over stove 

samovars(pluto model) is completely single piece & is 

formed by hydraulic press.Az a result,the lifetime will be 

longer. 

Inside any of Apollon’selectric,gaseous& over stove 

samovars,no Tin or Plumbum is used & the water dam 

washers inside the samovars are white silicon brass 

(hygienic).So any kind of hazards is prevented. 
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(Important remark:The correct way to turn the Apollon’s light on in 

Thermocouple & Pluto model) 

 

 * just like the previous    * release the volume    *keep it on the candlestic mode      *  press toward inside 

         order decrease it            and increase it                 & then use a lighter 

 

1. Put the red part of the volume in the off mode,then 

press it as much as it is possible toward inside and turn it 

to the candlestick and fix it. 

2. Put the volume on the candlestick mode and after using 

a lighter wait foe 3 to 5 seconds.Then release the volume 

to come up and get out of the stop mode.  

 

3. Without pressing the faucet toward inside,turn it either 

to intense mode or slight mode(according to your 

decision). 

 

Descriptions: 

-while getting out of the intense mode to candlestick,you 

must press the volume toward inside in order to get it 

out of stop mode. 
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-if the light of the candle stick becomes less or off,with 

the adjusting lever which is upside the candlestick adjust 

it.(the candlesticks light mustn’t be more than 1cm) 

-if the light does not turn on for any reason,do the 

previous orders again. 

-if the set of the samovar has a problem for any reason 

and do not turn on,without any effort to fix it,call the 

services and have some advice from the advisor. 

 

                    Thanks for your choice                                                     

Apollon industrial group(YousefZade)                    

 

Electric samovar 

Apollon’s completely electric samovar has an adjustable 

cathode system that if the samovar is out of water,the 

secondary thermostat empties element’s electricity and the 

light of the samovar will remain on. 

Apollon 
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In order to adjust samovar’s volume in the automatic point, 

first of all you must turn the volume to the boil point which 

is carved on the samovar;after 5 minutes of the water’s 

boiling,gradually turn the volume back till the light goes 

off.Now your samovar is in the automatic .Pay attention 

that this point is changable based on the water’s amount. 

This means that how much more the water is,the automatic 

point is closer to the boiling point and how much less the 

water is , the automatic point is farer from the boiling 

point.It is necessary to say that the precision of the first 

thermostat is adjusted in a way that makes your samovar 

automatic in less than 10 minutes. 

Also in this model the overlay of the element is steel that in 

comparison with the previous types is more resistant and 

the risk of the element blowing because of becoming hot or 

cold is prevented.the framework of Apollon samovar hase a 

longer lifetime as it is completely one piece. 

All the parts that are in touch have electricity and thermal 

nonconductors.In the new models the handhold is bigger 

and is designed proportional to the product’s framework 

and as the result,the danger possiblity is decreased to a 

significant extent.Also because of changing the energy 

managing system from hydraulic into adjustable cathode, 

the guarantee of electric samovars that have adjustable 

cathode system,is increased from 1 year to 2. 
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Important remark: 

In order to connect samovar, don’t use a trio-wall 

plug.Before using ,once boil the water inside the samovar 

and then open the faucet in order to let the boiles water get 

out through the faucet.For washing the samovar do not use 

string,scrubspong,knife or any other kinds of sharp material. 

For washing use acetic acid or samovar descalor .If you 

heard the element’s sound in the first few days ,don’t worry 

because this is the result of element’s enormous power and 

by regular usage and by placing some water sediment on the 

element,the sound decreases. 

Features:Alternative 220 volts;1000 watts;5 lit capacity. 
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Appolon samovar’s written warranty 

Clinet’s name………………………. Phone number…………………… 

Address…………………………………………………………………………….. 

 Samovar type………………………. Store’s name………………………. 

 Serial number……………………….Saledate………………………………  

Attention:without stamp and signiture,the seller lacks credit. 

One year warranty and 10 years service 
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Dear user 

As the presented product is made from the best material,so 

some safty tips are mentioned here: 

1.always use a samovar having  the standard sign 

2.the consumable power limitation of the product you have 

is about 1000watts.the electricity usage of such products 

each time is about 12 kilo watts.(this amount is based on 

your using pattern and utilization of the product that is 

different in each family). 

3.the samovar you have has several laboratory degrees of 

national standard organization of Iran and has passing 

degrees fom several tests;so you should remember that 

electric objects especially such products that work at the 

same time with electricity and water must be away from kids 

or those with mental problems. 

4.abstain from installing or using samovar on slope 

surfaces(with more than slope of 15). 

Apollon 
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5.pay attention that samovar has always water,if there is no 

water and is dry,first of all turn it off and put the door off 

and let it get cool with the inset of the air, then after 15 

minets tend to pour water inside it. 

6.after samovar’s water boiled,always adjust it on the 

automatic mode and abstain from letting the samovar be on 

continuously. 

7.in order to clean the samovar, never use sharp or cutting 

things or washing material like string.this act harms the 

protective layor inside the samovar and destroys it.for this 

action you can use cleaning liquid or powders available in 

the stores. 

8.any damage or objection caused because of wrong usage 

or intentional damage to the samovar;results in revocation 

of product’s warranty.   

        

. 

  


